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Let all those to whom these presentments come be fully informed and take appropriate
action to fulfill their obligations under Public and International Law.
Originally, and in "Original Jurisdiction", there were three Federal Constitutions by
which the People (State Citizens) of this country agreed to receive and pay for services
from three different Subcontractors. After the Civil War, only two of the Federal
Subcontractors survived and were in operation. Instead of fully informing their
Employers, that is, the American States and People, these remaining Subcontractors
declared "a National Emergency" and used that as an excuse to leave the Original
Jurisdiction -- and our actual Constitutions --- behind.
Instead of operating as unincorporated and self-responsible businesses, these
Subcontractors decided to organize as foreign corporations. This moved the jurisdiction
in which they operate off the land and into the international jurisdiction of the sea --- and
this in turn changed the form of law they were operating under.
When you thoroughly understand that our Constitutions are the "Law of the Land" and
that these Subcontractors left the land and started operating under the "Law of the Sea"
you can begin to fathom the profound and disastrous changes that have occurred as a
result. Still later, one of these Subcontractors decided to "remove" even further from the
Original Jurisdiction and began operations as a Municipal Corporation in the Maritime
Jurisdiction known as Commerce.
To repeat: leaving Original Jurisdiction and redefining themselves as incorporated
entities owing allegiance to foreign interests meant that what appeared to be our
government started operating under the foreign Law of the Sea, not the Law of the
Land. Thus, they sought to evade their obligations owed under the original
Constitutions (Law of the Land) by redefining themselves as incorporated entities

operating under the Law of the Sea --- Admiralty (Martial Law) and Maritime
(Commercial Law).
Everything that is wrong with this country and much that has gone astray in this world
can be traced back to these treasonous acts of deceit and non-disclosure by Federal
Subcontractors acting in Bad Faith.
After the Civil War, in 1868, the British Territorial Subcontractors began operating "as"
The United States of America" --- Incorporated. This Scottish Commercial Corporation
was registered in Scotland in 1868. They "adopted" the name of our unincorporated
Federation of States as the name for their foreign corporation, and by so doing and by
claiming to "represent" us, they stole our identity and our credit just as credit card
hackers still do -- and they published a "new" Constitution for their use in the
International Jurisdiction of the Sea.
This "new" Constitution looks virtually identical to the original Constitution and lacking
full disclosure of what these criminals were doing, most Americans were simply
confused. This "Constitution" published in 1868 is not a contract for services, but is
instead the charter document of the deceitfully similarly-named Scottish Commercial
Corporation.
As a Charter this phony "Constitution" can be amended simply by a vote of the Board of
Directors. No ratification by the States of the Union is required. Thus you will find that
all the published [By-Law] Amendments to this document were never ratified by the
American States -- and that includes their 14th, 15th, 16th and so on of the so-called
Amendments.
In 1906 this original Scottish Imposter filed for bankruptcy protection and by 1913, it
was defunct.
This means that their "Constitution" --- their Charter, together with all of its [By-Law]
Amendments was also defunct.
The same Perpetrators responsible for this despicable fraud reorganized as "the" United
States of America, Incorporated, and attempted to repeat the same scam, but it was
caught and this new iteration was forced into liquidation in 1933.
Aside from the fact that these usurpers have been mindlessly trying to subject members
of the American General Public to their foreign law since the start of this criminal fiasco,
and more recently have committed crimes of state against their faithful Employers by
registering the names of Americans as "franchise corporations" belonging to their own
foreign British Crown and Municipal Corporations---all without disclosure, of course---

they don't have a shred of authority for any of the actions they have taken, and they
certainly have no grounds for enforcing a "Fourteenth Amendment" or a "Sixteenth
Amendment" to the Charter of a Scottish Commercial Corporation that has been defunct
for over a hundred years.
Their only defense has been that the Americans haven't objected to all this, so it must be
okay. "They volunteered to enfranchise themselves with us! They volunteered to pay
Federal Income Taxes on their private earnings!" -- though no credible reason for our
purported actions could be advanced.
Why would a free man of ample means agree to act as an indentured servant or a slave?
Give up his gold, his land, and his hard-won freedoms? For what? The possibility of
being paid welfare benefits?
Of course, these false claims of acquiescence were only possible because for their own
"national security" they adopted a "cloak of secrecy" and never disclosed any of their
actions nor the meaning of their paperwork.. We were left completely in the dark and
unable to respond appropriately to their false presumptions and false claims.
For example, they sent their minions into our Mother's hospital room soon after our birth
in the guise of hospital employees doing routine recordkeeping paperwork --- and they
had our Mother's sign us and our estates away as Wards of their State-of-State franchise
corporations. This practice created millions of "infant decedent estates" which these
vampires pillaged and administered however they pleased.
Our Mothers were given no disclosure and we were only a few days old when this false
registration occurred, so they thought we'd never find out and never be able to expose
them.
These crimes have occurred with the flick of a pen and neither our Mothers nor
Ourselves can be held accountable for any resulting private contract, as we lacked full
disclosure: our Mothers were not told the true nature or effect of the paperwork they
were signing, and we were, as babies, mentally and physically incompetent to know
what was being done. We cannot be held accountable for this fraud against us for other
reasons, too.
The nature of this fraud requires a knowledge of international law at a level that no
average American could be presumed to possess, so we were additionally left to the
mercy of hired Jurists who were forced to work as licensed officers of the "corporate
tribunal" courts belonging to the same corporations that have been pillaging,
impersonating, and charging us. If these Bar Attorneys and Judges conscripted to work

as Uniformed Officers were to promote their own careers they could not assist us very
much or very often, or they would be "disbarred".
Additionally, the Perpetrators restricted our access to and understanding of the only
court they left open to hear our claims and rigorously hid the means by which we could
secure the hearing of an Article III Court guaranteed to us by our Constitutions. As
things stand, the only court of theirs competent to hear our suits under the Saving to
Suitors Clause of the so-called "Special Admiralty" provisions tacked on to the Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure, is the district court of the District of Columbia.
Expecting an American garageman or farmer to be aware of all these carefully hidden
deceits and entrapments and expecting these members of the General Public to discern
these layers of false identities and fraud accomplished in international jurisdictions of
the law, much less expect them to find their way to the correct court and be able to
access the purported remedies ---without being able to hire a competent attorney devoted
to their cause--- reeks of either a gross overestimation of our time on Earth and our
intellectual interests and capacities --- or else a deliberate, concerted Entrapment
Scheme designed to deny access to any remedies offered on paper.
We see more evidence of this concerted effort to deny access to remedy in the way such
remedies have been hidden from the General Public and the overall misadministration of
these remedies which must be provided each and every time an otherwise illegal action
proposes to be "legalized".
The illegal registration of babies converting them and their American estates into chattel
properties belonging to private foreign investors for no equitable consideration is a
crime of state; in order to legalize this, the Perpetrators established an opportunity for
the victims to come forward and claim their Reversionary Trust Interest to their own
Infant Decedent Estate. This "offer" of remedy is reduced to basically one small line in
the immensity of Federal Code Title XII, and found at 12 USC 95 (a). Even if an
American chanced to be reading this foreign tome, there is no indication identifying the
trust being referenced and no office or officer or administrative process is identified as
the person responsible, or the office responsible, or any means suggested by which their
Reversionary Trust Interest may be exercised.
Access to remedy denied is remedy denied.
The Federal Reserve Board of Governors was eventually forced to legalize their demand
that private cars and trucks be registered as Motor Vehicles (and as chattel "voluntarily"
surrendered to the offending corporation's State of State franchises) and established
Regulation Z as remedy for this misrepresentation and de facto seizure of private
property under force. Regulation Z has been added as an afterthought to all manner of

legislation that also makes improper demands of registration and ownership interest in
private property including the Federal Highways Safety Act of 1956 and the Trading
With the Enemy Act and the Truth in Lending Act and many other Acts designed to
seize upon privately owned American property assets for the benefit of these banks and
the offending corporations. The existence of Regulation Z -- the remedy for all this --- is
always buried in annotated versions of the legislation and in appendixes to the
legislation or otherwise hidden away or obfuscated and there is never a whisper
concerning how the victim is supposed to exercise this relief. .
Again, access to remedy must be provided or there is no remedy.
Another instance of this same phenomenon is seen with the infamous House Joint
Resolution 192 which establishes the remedy and Public Policy of the corporation being
submitted to reorganization in 1933, and in the resulting Public Laws 73-10 and 48 Stat
112. These are offered as a legalizing remedy for the seizure of privately-held gold
belonging to members of the American General Public and the removal of our country
from the gold standard: essentially, the Territorial Congress agreed to pay all of our bills,
without recourse.
And then, neither they nor their Trustees provided any pathway or instruction for the
victims to secure this remedy or otherwise extract their gold and other property from this
illegal confiscation. Again, no office or officer was identified as being responsible and
no administrative process was designated to implement the remedy. No means was
provided for the people to bring forward their bills for recoupment and redemption. No
debt redemption centers were established. The remedy was published, but not
implemented, making it impossible for the victims to act upon the purported remedy.
Even such a simple remedy as the Mutual Offset Credit Exemption Exchange process
provided in Title XII was not implemented on any scale or with any public guidance or
stipulated process. Today there are only two offices within the Internal Revenue Service
that process requests for remedy and they do so sporadically, without any proper
paperwork, no forms, no instructions available to the General Public.
The Corporation to which these obligations were attached was finally liquidated and a
Successor Corporation entered the vacated position; since then, that
Successor Corporation has entered into bankruptcy also, apparently to avoid these debts
and obligations.
As the respective Congresses have never seen fit to make any actual remedy available to
the General Public of this country, and as their actions are otherwise widely recognized
as crimes of state and crimes of pirates, we demand that the Trustees recognize that in
the absence of immediate and mutually agreeable satisfaction, these Acts of Congress
have never been legalized and no corporate veil or veil of acquiescence applies to this

circumstance. We stand as the Naked Owners and Preferential Creditors and Original
Entitlement Holders of all assets naturally belonging to us and all money, credit, and
profit derived from our assets both public and private.
We must assume and assert in view of the lack of any other designated officer or office
being made responsible for providing access to our remedies, that the individual
Members of Congress are responsible for the fulfillment of the Public Law and for
providing our remedies, that the Territorial Congress is responsible for the fulfillment of
its Corporation's published Public Policies, that the Successor Corporation must inherit
both the assets and the liabilities, that the British Crown is responsible for the operations
of its franchises, that the Government of Westminster is responsible for its Treaty
Obligations, that the Trustees are responsible for recognizing the Reversionary Trust
Interest belonging to the American States and People and those private interests which
are also owed to us as people of proper provenance standing on the land and soil of this
country, properly declared and recorded as such, and any Trustees charged with
overseeing the Corporate bankruptcies must honor our ownership interest and the fact
that we are owed all protections and guarantees of our Original Constitutions and the
return of our estates and all property and persons unharmed, regardless of any other
subsequent contracts the other Principals have entertained.
We are all standing on the brink and need to work together to correct these
circumstances for the benefit of our country and the entire world. It is not our desire nor
our intent to hold the men and women of the present generation unduly responsible for
the sins and errors and omissions of early generations, but we must insist on the full
restoration of our ownership interests and control of our assets and recognition of our
jurisdiction and our prior-existing contracts.
Notice to Agents is Notice to Principals; Notice to Principals is Notice to Agents.
Issued by: Anna Maria Riezinger, Fiduciary
The United States of America -- Unincorporated
28th of October 2022
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